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Abstract
The article “Replication and consistency in a distributed environment” by Breitbart and Korth [Yuri Breitbart, Henry F. Korth,
J. Comput. System Sci. 59 (1) (1999) 29–69] presents replication graphs as an efficient means to handle concurrency control in
replicated databases.
This technical note identifies and explains two inaccuracies in this article:
• The basic global serializability-protocol BGS given by Breitbart and Korth [Yuri Breitbart, Henry F. Korth, Replication and
consistency in a distributed environment, J. Comput. System Sci. 59 (1) (1999) 29–69] does not always guarantee serializability
if combined with two-phase locking. We show that this problem can be avoided with a minor change to the protocol.
• The theorem on minimal deadlock sets for the protocol BGS appears incorrect, and we give a counterexample to support this
claim together with a brief discussion on the consequence of this.
Please note that this does not affect the applicability of replication graphs as a concept.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this technical note, we identify and discuss two inaccuracies in the article “Replication and consistency in a
distributed environment” [3].
Our setting is a large, replicated database. As stated by Gray et al. in [4], the limiting factor to the scalability of
such databases is the increased probability of deadlocks due to replica updates, and they conclude: “This is a bleak
picture, but probably accurate. Simple replication (transactional update-anywhere-anytime-anyway) cannot be made
to work with global serializability.”
In such environments, the requirement for serializability is considered too strict, and looser isolation requirements
should be applied instead [4].
Replication graphs were introduced by Breitbart and Korth in [2] as a possible means to combine scalability and
serializability in replicated databases. A replication graph can be described as a lossy compressed serialization graph,
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replication graph-based protocol for concurrency control in replicated databases. An improved version of this protocol,
called basic global serializability (BGS), was given in [3]. A simulation study presented in [1] indicates that replication
graph-based protocols give a significant performance improvement compared to the protocol studied in [4].
In Section 4, we show that the definition of BGS given by [3] may lead to inconsistent execution, and we present
an alternative version.
[3] also presents a theorem, together with a correctness proof, stating that any global deadlock created by protocol
BGS must involve at least three global transactions.1 This reduces the probability of deadlocks significantly, and it
is considered a key factor to the better scalability of protocol BGS compared to the protocol studied in [4]. We have
found a counterexample to this theorem, showing that deadlocks involving only two global transactions can occur.
The rest of this document is organized as follows:
In Section 2, we present our system model and transaction characteristics. This section also gives a short summary
of the necessary concurrency control concepts. Section 3 gives a brief presentation of replication graphs, and in Sec-
tion 4, we outline the concurrency control-protocol presented in [3]. In Section 5 we discuss the usage of Thomas
Write Rule in protocol BGS and introduce our alternative version. Section 6 contains the theorem on deadlock proba-
bility, our counterexample, a brief explanation of the subtle omission which allowed the theorem to be proved, and a
discussion of the probability of deadlocks in protocol BGS. Section 7 gives a brief conclusion.
2. System model
Our system model is the same as in [3]. We have a database distributed at a set of sites where each site guaran-
tees local serializability, e.g., using two-phase locking. All data objects are associated with a primary site, and for
a replicated object x we denote the copy stored on x’s primary site the primary copy of x, while all other copies
are secondary copies. Objects can be replicated to any degree, i.e. from no secondary copies to a copy at each site.
Notationally, xb refers to the copy of an object x at a site sb .
2.1. Transaction model
A transaction represents a sequence of read- and write-operations on data objects, executed by the DBMS on behalf
of a client.
A client sends a request for a transaction Ti to one of the sites in the distributed database system, and this site
is denoted Ti ’s origination site. Transactions updating replicated objects are global, while all other transactions are
local, i.e. they only operate on data physically stored at their origination site (see the restrictions given below). We
say that a global transaction is active at a site sb if it updates one or more objects replicated at sb .
The execution of a global transaction is handled by a coordinator-process at the origination site, and the coor-
dinator initiates a set of local transactions, one at each site where the global transaction needs to update replicas.
The coordinator is responsible for inter-site concurrency control and establishing a consensus on whether the global
transaction can eventually commit.
An important property of protocol BGS (see Section 4) is that the subtransactions of a global transaction are
allowed to commit asynchronously (subject to Restriction III below), i.e. no two-phase-commit is required.
The model restricts transaction execution as follows:
• Restriction I: A transaction Ti may only read copies stored at its origination site.
• Restriction II: A transaction Ti can only update an object x if Ti ’s origination site is the primary site for x.
• Restriction III: For a global transaction Ti , no subtransaction may commit before the subtransaction at Ti ’s origi-
nation site is committed.
A transaction Ti is at any time in exactly one of four global states:
• ACTIVE: Before Ti is committed or aborted at its origination site.
1 The theorem first appeared in [2].
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• COMMITTED: When Ti is committed at its origination site, but before it is COMPLETED.
• COMPLETED: When Ti has executed all operations and is committed at all sites where it has been active, and
there is no site sd where Ti is preceded by a non-COMPLETED transaction in sd ’s local serialization order.
• ABORTED: If Ti is aborted at its origination site.
The possible state transitions are shown in Fig. 1. Note that whenever a transaction is committed at its origination
site, all subtransactions updating replicated objects must eventually commit. Thus, if any subtransaction aborts, e.g.,
because of a local deadlock, it must be automatically restarted.
2.2. Schedules
For a set of transactions T = {T1, T2, . . . , Tk} executing in a distributed database, a schedule S represents a possible
execution order for the operations defined by the transactions in T , together with termination operations (abort or
commit) for each transaction.
Since transactions are allowed to commit asynchronously, a schedule may, for every transaction Ti , contain one
commit- and several abort-operations for each site where Ti is active (we allow several aborts since subtransactions
may be automatically restarted). In any valid schedule, Ti ’s commit-operation at a site sb must be ordered after all
other operations executed by Ti at sb .
A schedule is serial if it represents a serial execution of the transactions, i.e. that for any pair of transactions Ti, Tj ,
the last operation of Ti is executed before the first transaction of Tj , or vice versa.
In the presence of replication, the following distinction is important: While transactions specify operations on
objects, schedules contain operations on physical copies. Consequently, if a transaction Ti requests an update of an
object x, which is replicated at k sites, a schedule for Ti would contain k update-operations, one for each copy of x.
2.3. Consistency requirement
A pair of operations represent a conflict if they access the same object, belong to different transactions, and at least
one of them is a write. Two schedules are conflict equivalent if the orderings of all operations in conflict are equal.
From the set of conflicts in a schedule S, we can create a conflict graph for S. This is a directed graph where each
transaction is represented by a node, and an edge exists from a transaction Ti to a transaction Tj if and only if S
contains a pair of conflicting operations o,p where o belongs to Ti , p belongs to Tj , and o is executed before p in S.
We regard a schedule S as correct if the conflict graph for S is acyclic, which implies that there exists a serial
schedule S′ such that S′ is conflict equivalent to S. Schedules satisfying this requirement are conflict serializable,
abbreviated serializable through the rest of this text. For any serializable schedule S, the ordering of the corresponding
serial schedule is denoted the serialization order of S. Note that the ordering of operations in conflict dictates the
serialization order: If a transaction Ti executes operation o before a transaction Tj executes a conflicting operation p,
Ti must come before Tj in any valid serialization order (this relation is obviously transitive).
2.4. Global serializability
In a distributed database, we have, for a set of transactions T , a local schedule at each site executing operations
requested by transactions in T . The local schedule for a site sb , denoted Sb, only contains operations executed at sb .
Note that although global transactions are physically represented by a local transaction at each site where they are
active, such subtransactions are represented by their global parent in the local schedule.
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we must ensure global serializability, i.e. any global schedule allowed by our database system is serializable. More
formally, a global schedule G for a set of transactions T is globally serializable if we have a global, total serialization
order of all transactions, i.e. all local schedules for T serialize the transactions in the same order.
In our model, each site is expected to provide local serializability by means of some standard concurrency control-
method, e.g., two-phase locking. The following example shows the necessity of global concurrency control, and
introduces our notational conventions.
Example. Let T1 = r1(x)w1(x), T2 = r2(x)r2(y)w2(y) and T3 = r3(x)r3(y) be three transactions executing in a data-
base distributed at two sites, sa , sb . The expression r1(x) means “transaction T1 reads object x,” and similarly, w1(x)
denotes “T1 writes x.”
Both object x and y are replicated at both sites, with sa as primary site for x and sb as primary for y. Transaction
T1 and T2 originates at sa and sb , respectively, while T3 is a local transaction executing at sa .
Within a schedule, we identify which copy an operation accesses by a subscript on the object identifier: w2(ya)
means “transaction T2 writes sa’s copy of y.” In addition, the notational forms cia and aia are used to represent
respectively the commit and abort of a transaction Ti at a site sa .
A possible set of local schedules for T1, T2 and T3 is:
Sa = r1(xa)w1(xa)c1ar3(xa)r3(ya)c3aw2(ya)c2a,
Sb = r2(xb)r2(yb)c2aw1(xb)c1b.
Both schedules are serializable, and as noted above, the ordering of conflicts dictates the serialization order:
Sa :T1 → T3 → T2,
Sb :T2 → T1.
We observe that in Sa , T1 is serialized before T2, while in Sb , T2 is serialized before T1. Consequently, we are unable
to create a global, total order among the transactions, and the global schedule Sa ∪ Sb is not serializable.
The next two sections recapitulate from [3] how replication graphs and protocol BGS can ensure a globally con-
sistent serialization order by detecting and resolving such situations.
3. Replication graphs
3.1. Definition
The replication graph RGG, for a global schedule G, is an undirected, bipartite graph defined as follows [3]:
• Any global transaction Ti in G is represented by a distinct node in RGG, labeled Ti .
• Any transaction is assigned a virtual site at every site where it executes operations. At any time, the virtual site
for a transaction Ti at a site sd , called VSid , must contain all objects Ti has accessed at sd so far. We say that x is
accessed by Ti at sd if Ti has read x at sd , or if Ti has written x at any site in the replicated database. Note that
both global and local transactions are assigned virtual sites.
• Every virtual site is represented by a node in the graph, and for any global transaction Ti associated with a virtual
site VSid , there exists an edge from Ti to VS
i
d in the replication graph.
To be able to detect non-serializable execution, we must ensure that whenever the conflict graph for a global
schedule G contains a cycle, any replication graph for G must also be cyclic [3].
This can be achieved by maintaining the graph according to the following rules [3]:
• The locality rule: A transaction is represented by a virtual site at every physical site where it is executed. Note
that as soon as a transaction Ti has updated at least one copy of an object x, it must be represented by a virtual
site (containing x) at every site replicating x.
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Tj , or if Ti and Tj are in a write–write conflict on a primary copy of an object, the virtual sites of Ti and Tj at sd
must be the same, i.e. VSid = VSjd (= the union of the old VSid and VSjd ).• The split rule: When a transaction Ti is COMPLETED, it can be removed from the replication graph. This includes
regenerating all virtual sites involving Ti .
The locality and union rules are requirements for the algorithm’s correctness. While not essential, it is easy to see
that without the split rule, any replication graph will eventually degenerate into a graph with only one virtual site per
physical site, where each virtual site represents all objects in the physical site.
Another important point is that whenever a transaction requests an update of a replicated object, it is immediately
associated with a virtual site at every site replicating this object. Thus, the replication graph represents a “future
scenario” of the conflict graph. This is necessary to combine global serializability with asynchronous commit: Only
ACTIVE transactions cause virtual sites to be merged. Thus, whenever a cycle is created in the replication graph, it
must involve at least one ACTIVE transaction, and the cycle can be avoided by aborting or blocking this transaction.
Replication graph-example. Assume we have a database with two objects x and y replicated at the two sites sa
and sb . Site sa is primary site for both x and y. Let T1, T2 and T3 be three transactions executed in this database:
T1 = r1(x)r1(y)w1(x),
T2 = r2(y)w2(y),
T3 = r3(x)r3(y).
The transactions T1 and T2 originate at sa , while T3 is a local read-only transaction at sb . A possible global schedule
for T1, T2 and T3 is then:
G = r1(xa)r1(ya)w1(xa)c1ar3(xb)r2(ya)w2(ya)c2aw2(yb)c2br3(yb)c3bw1(xb)c1b.
The replication graph for G is shown in Fig. 2. Since local transactions only are connected to one virtual site, they
can never be directly involved in a cycle. Consequently, they do not need to be explicitly represented in the replication
graph. We have chosen to use a dashed line to illustrate T3’s role, i.e. its association with virtual site VSb .
The schedule is not globally serializable, as T1 is serialized before T2 at sa , while at sb , T2 is serialized before T3,
which is again serialized before T1.
From the union rule, we see that since T1 and T2 are in a read–write conflict on ya at site sa , they have to share a
common virtual site at sa . At site sb , T1 is in a write–read conflict with T3 on xb , while T2 and T3 are in a write–read
conflict on yb . According to the union rule, the virtual sites of T1 and T2 must both be merged with the virtual site of
T3 at sb . Thus, the virtual sites of T1 and T2 at sb must be the same, and the graph becomes cyclic.
Note that since the virtual site for T1 at sb , containing xb , was created when T1 executed w1(xa), the cycle appears
when T3 executes r3(yb) at sb . As we will see in the next section, T3 could then be aborted (and restarted later) to
ensure global serializability.
Fig. 2. Replication graph for G.
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As noted in Section 1, [3] presents a protocol BGS which maintains transaction consistency in a replicated database
using a replication graph. This protocol is similar to the replication protocol presented in [2], except that Thomas Write
Rule (TWR) is used for handling write–write conflicts between global transactions, which means concurrent update
requests on the same object never cause transaction waits.
In protocol BGS, the operations of a transaction Ti are executed as follows:
(1) If a transaction Ti submits a read or write operation at its origination site:
• The replication graph is updated tentatively in accordance to the locality and union rules. Test if the tentative
graph contains a cycle.
• If the replication graph remains acyclic, the operation is executed (for write operations, see rule 2 below), and
the tentative updates to the replication graph become permanent. If this is the first operation executed by Ti ,
assign a timestamp ts(Ti) to Ti .
• If the graph becomes cyclic and Ti is a local transaction, Ti is aborted.
• If the graph becomes cyclic and Ti is a global transaction, Ti is aborted if the cycle contains at least one
COMMITTED transaction. If not, Ti is allowed to wait.
(2) If Ti submits a write operation, apply TWR: If Ti has a lower timestamp than the last updater of the object, the
operation is discarded. If not, the operation is executed. In both cases, Ti proceeds execution.
(3) If a transaction Ti submits the commit operation at any site, the operation is executed. If this leaves Ti in the
COMPLETED-state, Ti is removed from the replication graph and the split rule is applied. Since the replication
graph is altered, this may lead to the reactivation of waiting transactions.
(4) If a transaction Ti submits the abort operation at its origination site, the transaction is aborted. Ti is removed
from the replication graph and the split rule is applied. Since the replication graph is altered, this may lead to the
reactivation of waiting transactions.
(5) If a transaction Ti submits the abort operation at any other site than its origination site, the transaction is aborted
locally. It must be resubmitted later.
This protocol can be classified as pessimistic, since it validates the execution before each operation (in order to
handle inconsistencies as early as possible). As suggested in [3], this protocol can easily be made optimistic by
deferring all validation against the replication graph until the transaction requests to commit at its origination site. If
the graph becomes cyclic, the transaction must be aborted and restarted later. Since we only check for cycles once per
transaction (instead of once per operation), this strategy reduces both the message overhead and CPU-load on the site
hosting the replication graph significantly, and as shown in [1], the optimistic version shows superior scalability. Note
that our discussion on deadlock probability, presented in Section 6, only applies to the pessimistic version, since with
the optimistic version, global deadlocks cannot occur [1].
In the next section, we show that the above protocol definition might cause inconsistencies when combined with
protocols such as two-phase locking, and we suggest a small change in the protocol to avoid this.
5. Protocol BGS and Thomas Write Rule
As noted in Section 1, this definition of BGS may cause inconsistency in some situations. The problem occurs in
rule 1, where transactions are timestamped when executing the first operation at their origination site. TWR requires
all update-transactions to be timestamped in serialization order (see, e.g., [5, p. 178]), but no such assumption is
stated in [3]. If we assume that the local DBMSs use strong two-phase locking for concurrency control (i.e. two-phase
locking where all locks are held until transaction commit), the following execution may occur:
Let T1 = r1(x)r1(y)w1(y) and T2 = r2(x)r2(y)w2(y) be two transactions executing in a replicated database with
two sites sa and sb . Object y is replicated at sa and sb , with sa as primary site. The primary site of x is irrelevant since
it is not updated.
A possible schedule for the execution of T1 and T2 is presented below. Relevant actions by protocol BGS are
included, and they are notationally surrounded by [ and ].
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G = r1(xa)
[
timestamp(T1) = 1
]
r2(xa)
[
timestamp(T2) = 2
]
r2(ya)w2(ya)c2a
r1(ya)w1(ya)[discarded]c1aw2(yb)w1(yb)[discarded].
Since updates are serialized in timestamp order, T1 is serialized before T2 at sa and sb , and T1’s late update of y is
discarded at both sites. But T1 reads the version of y written by T2 at sa , which requires T2 to be serialized before T1.
Consequently, the execution is locally non-serializable at sa . The replication graph for G is depicted in Fig. 3, and as
the graph is acyclic, protocol BGS will not detect this execution as non-serializable (according to the union rule, the
conflict (w1(yb),w2(yb)) does not cause a virtual site-merge at sb , since yb is a secondary copy).
Although our system model assumes that the DBMS at each site guarantees local serializability, the only way this
can be achieved is to enforce timestamp ordering, i.e. that all transactions are serialized in the order of timestamps
generated at the beginning. This constraint was probably not intended, especially since local two-phase locking is
explicitly referred as an option. As shown above, this means protocol BGS does not guarantee serializability.
Since strong two-phase locking guarantees commit in serialization order, one could instead use this method and
timestamp the transactions at commit-time [5]. Since this also avoids cascading aborts, it is widely used in practice
and thus seems to be a more practical requirement than timestamp ordering.
Note that to combine this with TWR, one must delay updates until transaction commit, but it is otherwise straight-
forward. But in our context, the main advantage of using TWR with protocol BGS is that write–write conflicts on
secondary copies do not require a virtual-site merge, and it would be practical if we could achieve this with as few
restrictions on local concurrency control as possible. And as shown below, it is not necessary to apply TWR at the
origination site even if it is used to decide whether a secondary copy needs to be updated.
Theorem 1. Provided that Restriction II of Section 2.1 holds, the handling of timestamps and updates in protocol BGS
can be relaxed as follows:
• Transactions may be timestamped at any time until they are COMMITTED, as long as the ordering corresponds
to the serialization order at their origination site.
• It is only required to apply TWR on updates of secondary copies.
Proof. In [3, pp. 50–53], the authors prove that protocol BGS guarantees global serializability if each site ensures local
serializability. The example of an inserializable local schedule given above does not invalidate this, but it illustrates
the fact that since protocol BGS uses TWR to handle write–write conflicts, timestamping transactions at the beginning
implicitly requires each local site to use a timestamp-based concurrency control.
Since the proof mentioned above does not rely on any assumption on when the transactions are timestamped (as
long as the timestamp is known when secondary copies are updated), we claim that this proof also shows that the
protocol remains correct with our proposed changes.
The basic idea, used in [3] to prove that we can allow the union rule to ignore write–write conflicts on secondary
copies, is that we can ensure that any pair of transactions T1, T2 in a write–write conflict are serialized in the same
order at all sites by applying TWR. Thus, no cycle in the global serialization graph can be caused solely by write–write
conflicts on secondary copies, and it is sufficient to merge the virtual sites at their, due to Restriction II of Section 2.1,
common origination site.
As TWR is the sole purpose of assigning timestamps to transactions, our proposal of allowing transactions to be
timestamped at any time before they enter the COMMITTED state is in accordance with the protocol’s requirement.
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6. Deadlocks
In this section, we discuss the probability of global deadlocks in protocol BGS.
Let D be a set of local and global transactions. In protocol BGS, the transactions in D are in a distributed deadlock,
i.e. a deadlock involving more than one site, if and only if for every transaction Ti in D, Ti must wait because its next
operation renders the replication graph cyclic due to a conflict with another transaction in D [3].
Example. Let T1 = w1(x)r1(y), T2 = r2(x)w2(y)r2(z) and T3 = r3(y)w3(z)r3(x) be three transactions executed in a
database replicated at three sites, sa , sb and sc . Site sa is primary for x, sb for y and sc for z. T1 originates at sa , T2 at
sb and T3 at sc .
A possible prefix of a schedule for T1, T2 and T3 is G = w1(xa)r2(xb)w2(yb)r3(yc)w3(zc). Parts of the replication
graph for G is illustrated in Fig. 4.
Transaction T1’s next operation is r1(y) at site sa . But this requires T1’s virtual site at sa , VS1a to be merged with
T2’s virtual site at sa , VS2a . This would create a cycle in the replication graph, and T1 has to wait.
Similarly, executing T2’s next operation r2(z) at sb would cause a merge of VS2b and VS
3
b . This would also create
a cycle in the replication graph, so T2 is waiting.
Finally, T3’s next operation, r3(x) at sc , would require VS1c to be merged with VS3c , again creating a cycle in the
replication graph. Consequently, transaction T3 is also waiting, and we have a global deadlock.
6.1. Minimum size of deadlock sets
In [3] the authors state that the probability of deadlocks generated by protocol BGS is considerably lower than for
the protocol studied in [4]. The core of this claim is the following theorem (see [3, Section 6.3]):
Assume that in any local database system, waits result only from data-item conflicts (as in locking). Let
T1, T2, . . . , Tt be a set of global transactions that are involved in a global deadlock. Then t > 2.
Since the probability of a deadlock involving three transactions is significantly lower than for a deadlock involving
only two transactions, this indicates better performance than the locking based protocol discussed in [4].
We claim that the theorem (and hence its proof) is erroneous, based on the following.
Counterexample. Let T1 = r1(x)w1(y)r1(z) and T2 = r2(y)w2(z)w2(x) be two global transactions executing in a
replicated database. Let sa be y’s primary site and let sb be primary site for x and z. y is replicated at sb , while both
x and z are replicated at sa . The schedule G = r1(xa)r2(yb)w1(ya)w2(zb) represents a prefix of a possible execution,
and the replication graph RGG for G is illustrated in Fig. 5.
Transaction T1’s next operation is r1(z) at sa . Since T2 has written z at sb , the union rule would then require VS1a
and VS2a to be merged, rendering RGG cyclic.
Transaction T2’s next operation is w2(x) at sb . But T1 has already read x at sa , and T2’s update would also require
that VS1a and VS2a are merged.
Consequently, both T1 and T2 are waiting, and we have a global deadlock involving only two transactions.
Fig. 4. A deadlock situation generated by protocol BGS.
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6.2. The proof
Below, we outline the relevant parts of the proof for this theorem, given in [3]. We also give a brief explanation of
the omission which allowed the incorrect theorem to be proved.
Assume we have a global deadlock involving only two global transactions, T1 and T2. According to protocol BGS
this means that both T1 and T2 wait because their next operation would cause a cycle in the replication graph.
We concentrate on the last part of Case 2 in the theorem’s proof (see [3, p. 60]). There, T1 and T2 are assumed to
be originated at two distinct sites, sa and sb , with virtual sites VSa and VSb , respectively. Either T1 or T2, or both, is
connected to a third virtual site VSp at some physical site sp .
First, consider the case where T1 and T2 are both connected to VSp . The transactions T1 and T2 may only read
objects at their origination sites, and their write-sets must be disjoint according to Restriction II in Section 2.1. Conse-
quently, T1 and T2 cannot be in conflict at sp , and the merge of the virtual sites for T1 and T2 must be caused by some
local transaction Tl at sp . Local transactions are never blocked by our protocol, and thus, Tl will eventually terminate,
allowing VSp to be split and either T1 or T2 to proceed. Thus, this situation does not represent a deadlock.
Next, consider the situation where either T1 or T2 are connected to VSp , but not both. Without loss of generality,
let VSp be the virtual site for T2 at sp . A deadlock requires T1 and T2 to share at least one virtual site, and without
loss of generality we suppose this happens at site sb , i.e. VS1b = VS2b . In [3], this situation is illustrated by Fig. 6.
The proof then concludes that for a deadlock to occur, T1’s next operation must be a write operation causing T1 to
be connected to VSp as well. But as stated earlier, this situation must involve a local transaction at sp , and since local
transactions are never blocked by our protocol, it is consequently not a global deadlock.
The problem seems to be that here, sp is implicitly assumed to be different from sa and sb .
If we assume that sp = sa and VSp = VS2a , T1 and T2 are in a deadlock if T1’s next operation at sa reads an object
already written by T2, and T2’s next operation at sb writes an object already read by T1. This is exactly the situation
described in our counterexample, and no restriction in [3] eliminates this.
6.3. Deadlock probability
[3] presents an analytical approximation of the deadlock probability of protocol BGS. The analysis assumes a
replicated database with the following characteristics:
Fig. 6. Deadlock-proof.
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• Each site stores m objects, and all objects are replicated at all sites.
• Each transaction writes r different objects.
Building upon the assumption that any global deadlock must involve at least three global transactions, the ratio of
deadlock probability in protocol BGS to the locking-based protocol studied in [4] is estimated to nr3
m3
. In the following,
we denote the latter protocol GHOS, and we present a corrected version of this analysis, identical except that deadlocks
involving only two global transaction are accounted for.
First, let D = {T0, T1, . . . , Tt−1} be a set of t transactions executed in a replicated database.
As shown in [3], an upper bound for the probability that the transactions in D are in a global deadlock generated
by protocol BGS is
r3t−2t t
23t−2m2t−1
.
To obtain the overall probability of deadlocks, we must consider all possible deadlocks sets. If we at any time have
n uncompleted global transactions, there are
(
n
t
)
such sets for each t  2. At any time, the total probability of global
deadlocks generated by BGS is
n∑
t=2
(
n
t
)
r3t−2t t
23t−2m2t−1
.
The important difference from the analysis given in [3] is that since deadlock sets of size two are assumed to be
impossible by the authors of [3], their summation starts with t = 3.
As in [3], we assume nr  m, n  1 and r2  m. The sum is dominated by the term where t = 2, and the
probability of a distributed deadlock generated by protocol BGS is
PDBGS = O
(
n2r4
m3
)
.
The overall probability of a global deadlock generated by the protocol GHOS is
PDGHOS = O
(
n2r4
m2
)
.
Finally, the ratio between the probability of deadlocks generated by BGS to that of GHOS is
PDBGS
PDGHOS
= n
2r4/m3
n2r4/m2
= 1
m
.
Although the difference in deadlock probability between the protocols appears less radical than earlier believed,
transactions under protocol BGS still has a considerably higher chance to avoid deadlocks. The simulation study
presented in [1] indicates that protocol BGS offers a significant performance improvement compared to the protocol
studied in [4].2
7. Concluding remarks
We have presented some corrections to the theory behind protocol BGS given in [3], and suggested an alternative
version of the protocol which guarantees serializability if combined with strong two-phase locking.
As shown, the deadlock-avoiding capability of protocol BGS is less exceptional than earlier results stated. Still, the
probability of deadlocks is significantly reduced compared to the locking-based protocol presented in [4], and we find
the concept of replication graphs highly interesting.
2 In [1], two variants of the replication graph-based protocol are simulated, one pessimistic (which is identical to protocol BGS), and one opti-
mistic where a transaction never waits, but is aborted if inconsistent execution is detected. Since the latter version is deadlock free, our presentation
focus on the pessimistic protocol.
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